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Reference: 02605-2014 

Senator Dean Smith 
Chair 
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights 
Sl.111 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Dear Senator Smith 

Thank you for your letter dated 18 March 2014 on behalf of the Parliamentary Joint 
Committee on Human Rights (Committee) and its request for clarification on a number 
of matters in relation to the Qantas Sale Amendment Bill 2014 (the Bill). 

Whether the bill is likely to limit the right to work 

The Bill is unlikely to limit the right to work under Articles 6, 7, and 8 of the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and will not impact 
Australia's obligation to fulfil the enjoyment of the right to work by promoting 
conditions in which people can find work in Australia. 

The Government notes Qantas is taking a range of measures to reduce costs following 
the announcement of a $252 million loss for the first half of 2013-14. Part 3 of the 
Qantas Sale Act 1992 (the 'QSA') places restrictions on Qantas that do not apply to its 
competitors. The Government considers that removing these conditions will enhance 
Qantas' ability to compete and is the best way to ensure Qantas can secure Australian 
jobs now and into the future. 

The Bill will remove subsection 7(1)(h) 3 of the QSA which relates to the location of 
facilities used for Qantas' international services. Qantas will continue to be subject to 
designation criteria that are intended to ensure our airlines are compliant with the 
bilateral agreements that grant traffic rights to Australian international airlines. These 
criteria include a requirement for the head office and the airline's operational base to be 
in Australia. It is in Qantas' commercial interest to ensure that they can be designated 
as an Australian international airline and that they do not have their designation 
challenged in accordance with the provisions of the bilateral agreements. 
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The QSA contains no provisions regarding conditions of employment and the Bill does 
not change this. The Bill also makes no changes to employment laws or migration laws. 

Whether the government undertook any analysis of the likely impact on the right to 
work of the repeal of Part 3 of the Qantas Sale Act 1992 and, if so, what the results of 
that analysis were. 

The Government carefully considered a range of options to assist Qantas to return its 
operations to a sustainable footing, and determined that the best response is to repeal 
Part 3 of the QSA. 

This approach will put Qantas on an equal footing with its competitors and is the best 
way to protect Australian jobs at Qantas. 

In the longer term, Qantas will have more flexibility to structure its operations in a more 
sustainable way. However, operational necessity would dictate jobs (including crewing, 
catering, baggage handling and other servicing) will continue to be undertaken by 
workers in Australia. The Fair Work Act 2009, migration and other laws would continue 
to apply to these workers. 

q the bill is likely to limit the right to work, whether that limitation is compatible with 
Australia's obligations under the ICESCR 

As noted above, the Bill is unlikely to limit the right to work. 

I trust this information is of assistance to the Committee. 

Yours sincerely 

WARREN TRUSS 



• Senator the Hon Fiona Nash 
Assistant Minister for Health 
Senator for New South Wales 

Deputy Leader of the Nationals in the Senate 

Senator Dean Smith 
Chair 
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights 
S1 .111 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

~' 
Dea~ 

Ref No: MC14-000921 

Thank you for your correspondence of 11 February 2014 to the Minister for Health 
and Minister for Sport, the Hon Peter Dutton MP, regarding the Therapeutic Goods 
Amendment (2013 Measures No.1) Bill 2013 (the Bill). Your letter has been referred 
to me as Assistant Minister for Health with portfolio responsibility for this matter. I 
apologise for not meeting your request response date of 21 February 2014. 

In its Second Report of the current Parliament tabled on 11 February 2014, the 
Committee indicated it would seek clarification about the following measures in the 
Bill: 

• the introduction of a civil penalty for providing false or misleading information in a 
request to vary an entry in the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods (the 
Register) (new section 9H); and, 

• the extension of the current civil penalty in the Therapeutic Goods Act 1989 
(the Act) for providing false or misleading information in response to a request by 
the Secretary for information or documents about listed medicines (section 31AAA 
of the Act). 

The Committee has requested an assessment of both measures against the criteria 
in its Interim Practice Note 2 relating to when civil penalties may amount to 'criminal 
offences' under human rights law and, where they do, whether certain protections. 
such as the presumption of innocence, would apply to proceedings involving these 
measures. 

These measures are clearly described in the Bill as being civil penalties and are 
plainly distinguishable from the corresponding criminal offences in the Bill or the Act 
relating to the same conduct. 

The penalties are consistent with the regime throughout the Act of having civil 
penalties as an alternative to criminal offences for a range of behaviour that 
breaches important regulatory requirements. 
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Alth~ugh.the maximum levels of these penalties may appear high, this reflects the 
relative size and nature of the therapeutic goods industry, in particular the presence 
of large multi-national companies. 

It is important the Act contain a strong deterrent against providing false or misleading 
information to the TGA in relation to the carrying out of its functions. If the TGA were 
to rely upon information that is false or misleading to approve a request to vary an 
entry in the Register for a therapeutic good, or to come to a view that a product 
continued to be safe for use by consumers, there could potentially be serious 
consequences for public health. 

New section 9H, and the expanded section 31AAA, are designed to reflect these 
concerns, and the seriousness of such conduct. 

These civil penalties are also not aimed at the public at large, but rather are only 
relevant for specific groups, namely (in the case of new section 9H) sponsors of 
therapeutic goods that are entered on the Register and (in the case of the expanded 
section 31AAA of the Act) sponsors of registered or listed goods, applicants for 
registration or listing and persons in relation to whom therapeutic goods were 
registered or listed in the previous five years. 

New section 9H reflects existing civil penalty provisions for providing false or 
misleading information in relation to applications for the registration of goods in the 
Register (section 228 of the Act), the certification of a matter about a listed medicine 
(section 21 B of the Act), or in applications for the inclusion of biologicals or medical 
devices in the Register (sections 32DP and 41 FEA of the Act refer). 

The amendments to section 31 AAA will bring the rules for registered and listed 
medicines into line with existing civil penalty provisions in the Act in relation to the 
giving of false or misleading information in response to a request for information or 
documents by the TGA about biologicals (under section 32JA of the Act) and 
medical devices (under section 41JA of the Act). 

In addition, neither of the above measures carries any sanction of imprisonment for 
non-payment. Section 42YD of the Act makes it clear if the Federal Court orders a 
person to pay a civil penalty, the Commonwealth may enforce the order as if it were 
a judgment of the Court - i.e. as a debt owed to the Commonwealth. 

With these issues in mind, these civil penalties would not seem likely to be 'criminal' 
for the purposes of human rights law. 

As such, the question in relation to the application of particular protections, such as 
the presumption of innocence, would not appear to arise in these circumstances. 

It is important to note the Act protects a person from being required to pay a civil 
penalty if they have already been convicted of an offence relating to the same 
conduct, and prohibits criminal proceedings from being started if an order has been 
made against the person in civil penalty proceedings for the same conduct. Any civil 
penalty proceedings will be stayed if criminal proceedings relating to the same 
conduct are, or already have been, started. 
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The Act also makes it clear that any evidence given by a person in civil penalty 
proceedings (whether or not any order was made by the court in those proceedings) 
will not be admissible in criminal proceedings involving the same conduct. 

I note when an earlier version of this Bill, containing the same measures as above, 
was considered by the Committee in 2013, the Committee stated its Sixth Report of 
2013 in relation to the civil penalty provisions in the Bill: 

The committee has previously noted even where a penalty is described as 'civil' 
under national or domestic law it may nonetheless be classified as 'criminal' for 
the purposes of human rights law. Given that these civil penalty provisions 
appear in a regulatory and protective context, it is arguable that the penalties 
are not 'criminal' in nature. Although the penalties are large, it may be argued 
that they are not excessive in terms of a business and in view of the health 
interests of the public that are being protected. The committee considers that 
the civil penalty provisions in this bill do not give rise to issues of incompatibility 
with human rights. 

I hope the above information adequately addresses the issues raised by your 
Committee. The contact officer within the Therapeutic Goods Administration is 
Ms Terry Lee, and she can be contacted by telephone on (02) 6232 8230, or via 
email to terry.lee@tga.gov.au. 

Yours sincerely 

t ( f.f AR 2014 
FIONA NASH 

cc: human.rights@aph.gov.au 



Senator Dean Smith 
Chair 

MINISTER FOR INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS 

Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights 
PO Box 6100 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Dear Senator Smith 

Reference: C 14/16598 

Thank you for your letter of 11February2014 on behalf of the Parliamentary Joint 
Committee on Human Rights (the Committee) regarding the Aboriginal Land Rights 
(Northern Territory) Amendment (Delegation) Regulation 2013 (the Regulation). 

I note that the Statement of Compatibility accompanying the Regulation concluded that the 
Regulation is compatible with human rights on the basis that it constitutes a 'special measure' 
within the meaning of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 
Discrimination (CERD). 

The Committee's view is that, under international law, the recognition of the traditional land 
rights of Indigenous peoples and legislative structures to give effect to those rights are 
generally considered to be non-discriminatory, rather than 'special measures'. 
The Committee has asked that this be given further consideration. 

The Regulation and the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 (the Land 
Rights Act) do give effect to traditional Indigenous land rights. 

While the scheme provides traditional land rights benefits to individuals and groups based on 
race, there are objective and reasonable justifications for this differential treatment. 

In relation to the specific matters contained in the Regulation, differential treatment is 
justified because: 

• The Regulation will create a more certain pathway for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander corporations to seek a delegation of Land Council functions or powers; 
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• The Regulation will assist in enabling Northern Territory Aboriginal people to have 
more control over their traditional lands by allowing for the devolution of certain 
decision-making to them and their communities; 

• The Regulation will promote effective self-determination and decision-making by 
relevant Aboriginal people over matters that materially affect them, such as land 
development, land use and leasing; and 

• The Regulation necessarily involves differential treatment because the Land Rights 
Act is a scheme designed to give effect to traditional Indigenous land rights in the 
Northern Territory. 

A key feature of the scheme is that it allows for local-level Aboriginal corporations to apply 
to exercise delegated Land Council functions in a particular area. Corporations are only 
eligible to apply for delegated functions if the majority of their members are Indigenous, 
and the majority of their members are either Traditional Owners or Aboriginal residents 
in that area. Like Land Councils, an Aboriginal corporation exercising delegated 
functions must obtain the consent of Traditional Owners before making decisions in 
respect of Aboriginal land. 

The Committee has noted differences between international law and Australian law in 
relation to the characterisation of a measure as a special measure. This is a complex issue. 
However, whichever approach is adopted, the Regulation is compatible with human rights, 
either because it is not discriminatory or because it constitutes a 'special measure.' 

I acknowledge the Committee's role in considering legislation against the rights and 
freedoms recognised or declared by the international instruments set out in s 3 of the Human 
Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act 2011 and the guidance provided. I will ensure that future 
Statements of Compatibility appropriately consider the issue of legitimate differential 
treatment under the CERD rather than only special measures. 

Finally, I acknowledge the Committee's comments in relation to the human rights 
compatibility of the Stronger Futures in the Northern Territory Act 2012 (the Stronger 
Futures Act) and related legislation. The matters contained in the Regulation are unrelated to 
the Stronger Futures Act and related legislation. Accordingly, I request that the Committee 
consider the Regulation separately from any further consideration given to the Stronger 
Futures Act and related legislation. 

Thank you again for your letter and consideration of the Regulation. 

NIGEL SCULLION 

1March2014 



The Hon Warren Truss MP 
Deputy Prime Minister 
Minister for Infrastructure and Regional Development 
Leader of The Nationals 
Member for Wide Bay 

Reference: 02907-2014 

Senator Dean Smith 
Chair 
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights 
Sl.ili 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Dear Sc~rSmith .D~ 1 

0 4 APR 2014 

Thank you for your letter dated 25 March 2014 regarding Marine Order 503 
(Certificates of survey - national law) Amendment 2014 (No.I) (F2014LOOI 95] 
(the instrument). 

I note the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights' (the Committee) advice of 
the undertaking by the former Prime Minister, the Hon Julia Gillard, that the First 
Parliamentary Counsel would seek the views of the states and territories on amending 
the Protocol on Drafting National Uniform Legislation to refer to the Commonwealth's 
requirements for assessing human rights compatibility. I can inform the Committee that 
Mr Peter Quiggin PSM, First Parliamentary Counsel, has advised me that the matter is 
being considered by the Parliamentary Counsers Committee and that it is on the agenda 
for the next meeting, which will be in July 2014. 

I note the Committee agrees the instrument does not raise any human rights concerns in 
itself. 

I thank you again for taking the time to write and inform me of the Committee's 
concerns on this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

I w ARREN TRUSS 
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Senator the Hon. Michael Ronaldson 
Minister for Veterans' Affairs 

Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for the Centenary of ANZAC 
Special Minister of State 

Senator Dean Smith 
Chair 
Parliamentary Joint Commjttee on Human Rights 
SJ.Ill 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

/~ 

Dear Sen7'mith. 

Ref: Ml4/0559 

Thank you for your letter of 11 February 2014 on behaJf of the Parliamentary Joint Committee on 
Human Rights (the Committee). I understand the Committee is seeking clarification of several matters 
relating to three legislative instmments administered by the Department of Veterans' Affairs (DVA). 
I note lhat the Second Report of the 44'11 Parliament was tabled oo JI February 2014 and contains the 
Committee·s views on these instruments. 

The legislative instruments in question are: 

• MRCA Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (No. MRCC 44/2013) [F2013L02012] (your file c08) 
• Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (No. R43/2013) [F2013L02009] (your file clO) 
• Treatment Pri nci pl es (Australian Participants in British Nuclear Tests) 2006 [F2013L0203 I] 

(your file c 11 ). 

MRCA Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme 

Firstly, l would like to make a correction to the Statement of Compatibility witb Human Rights (the 
Statement) for this instrument. The Statement should have referred to "relevant members [of the 
Australian Defence Force] or dependants" not "relevant veterans or dependants". Veterans and their 
dependants are covered under an aJmost identical instrument called the Repatriation Pharmaceutical 
Benefits Scheme. 

The Veterans' Pharmaceutical Reimbursement Scheme (VPRS) is a component of DVA's two 
pharmaceutical schemes - the Repatr1ation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and the MRCA 
Phannaceutical Benefits Scheme. The VPRS provides an annual reimbursement to eligible veterans and 
members for the cost of the concessional pharmaceutical co-payments not covered by existing DV A 
entitlements. It ensures that entitled persons receive free pharmaceutical benefits. 

Veterans and members pay a concessional co-payment for their pharmaceuticals until they reach the 
"Safety Net Threshold" of 60 sctipts for the relevant calendar year. Phannaceuticals are free after the 
threshold has been reached. 
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Under the VPRS, veterans and members with war or warlike service may receive a reimbursement for 
the co-payments they have made. However, as this cohort receives a pharmaceutical allowance to assist 
with the purchase of pharmaceuticals, the amount which is reimbursed is the difference between lhe co
payments made and the pharmaceutical allowance received. 

In 2013, some "public revenue amendments" were made to the VPRS as it had been identified that some 
people were gaining an unintended and unfair financial advantage from the VPRS and the relevant gaps 
in the scheme needed to be closed. 

The Committtee has sought clarification of the specific circumstances the amendment described as the 
"public revenue amendment" in the Explanatory Statement for the instrument is intended to address. 1n 
particular, the Committee sought further information about what is meant by the statement in the 
Explanatory Statement "in line with the policy intention for the pharmaceutical reimbursement" and 
what impact the amendment will have on couples where both members of the couple are eligible for 
pharmaceutical reimbursement. 

The VPRS reimbursement amount is calculated using an IT system known as the Pharmaceutical 
Allowance Calculator. The unintended advantage occurred in circumstances where the veteran or 
member received the pharmaceutical aJlowance via financial supplements that had not been included in 
the Pharmaceutical Allowance Calculator. This meant that the pharmaceutical allowance was not 
included in the calculation of their reimbursement, resulting in them receiving a reimbursement for some 
copayments that had already been subsidised by the pharmaceutical allowance. 

As the offsetting of co-payments against the pharmaceutical allowance is an integral pa1t of the VPRS, 
the VPRS needed to be amended to stop these unintended payments. Without the amendments some 
people would continue to have all their co-payments off set against would not have their phannaceutical 
allowance recognised in their reimbursement calculation. 

The amendments to the VPRS included the addition of the "missing" financial supplements into the 
Pharmaceutical Allowance Calculator. These supplements should have been identified in the 
Pharmaceutical Calculator when the Veterans' Pharmaceutical Reimbursement Scheme 
commenced 

The amendments prevent the payment of double-compensation and thereby protect the public revenue. 

Unfortunately, the example given in reference to "policy intention'' for tbe phannaceutical 
reimbursement as mentioned in the Consultation part of the Explanatory Statement for the instrument 
was incorrect. The reference to policy intention was made in relation to the provision relating to a 
service couple where both members of the couple were eligible for the phru-maceutical reimbursement. 
This was an e1Tor. The provision in question (paragraph 37(c)) is beneficial in nature. It has nothing to 
do wilh public-revenue protection. Please accept my apology on behalf of the Department of Veterans· 
Affairs for the confusion. 

The example should have referred to the situation described above where additional sources of 
pharmaceutical allowance were not included in the Pharmaceutical Allowance Calculator - the policy 
intention being that the p11armaceutical reimblLrSemeul should always be a net amount i.e. co-payments 
less pharmaceutical allowance, so as to avoid double-compensation. 
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Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme 

The Committee raised some concerns about thjs instrument in relation to the refinements to the method 
of calculating the pharmaceutical allowance appear to have the potential to reduce the level of benefit 
available to previously eligible persons. The Committee expressed the view that the Statement of 
Compatibility with Human Rights for the instrument does not set out any further explanation as to the 
specific objective of the measure, including why this change is necessary, other than to protect the 
public revenue by preventing unintended payments. Further, neither the statement of compatibility or 
the explanatory statement identifies what impact the amendments will have on previously eligible 
persons. 

It is correct that the refinements to the Pharmaceutical Allowance Calculator could reduce the amount of 
reimbursement a relevant member received compared to the person's situation before the refinements. 
However, as explained above, this situation is not a case of reducing a payment as a cost-saving 
measure, rather the refinements were made to ensure a legislative scheme works properly as it is 
intended. 

The refinements result in all members receiving the correct payment as intended when this measure was 
implemented. Tndeed it would be inequitable if some members eligible for a phaJmaceuticaJ 
reimbursement had their pharmaceutical co-payments reduced by their pharmaceutical allowance(s) but 
others did not. 

Treatment Principles (Australian Participants in British Nuclear Tests) 2006 

The purpose of this instrument is to modify the Treatment Principles, which is an existing legislative 
instrument made under the Veterans' Entitlements Act 1986 (VEA). The instrument modifies the 
application of the Treatment Principles to persons eligible for treatment under the Australian 
Participants in British Nuclear Tests (Treatment) Act 2006. 

I note that the Committee is seeking clarification of references made to "double-dipping" in the 
Statement accompanying this instrument. Specifically, the Committee was concerned that the Statement 
did not identify the specific provisions in the instrument that address "double-dipping" nor did it explain 
the specific circumstances in which "double-dipping" may arise. 

I acknowledge that the Statement is confusing in this regard and, while essentially accurate, could have 
been better expressed. l have provided further background information below in an effort to clarify the 
references made to "double-dipping'' in the Statement. 

In 2013, several new provisions were inserted into the Treatment Principles. One of these measures 
required the Repatriation Commission to refuse an application for a rehabilitation appliance if the 
appliance could be provided under another piece of DV A administered legislation. It is not unusual for 
some clients to have duaJ eligibility under different pieces of legislation and there is considerable 
potential for overlap. The purpose of the measure was to preclude the possibility of clients with dual
eligibility obtaining additional, unnecessary rehabilitation appliances for the same condition ("double
dipping''). 

It was considered that the amendment to the VEA Treatment Principles containing the measure in 
question did not need to be modified by the instrument under discussion as it could apply directly to 
persons eligible for treatment under the Australian Participants in British Nuclear Tests (Treatment) 
Act 2006. That is the reason the instrument under discussion does not address the measure. However, as 
the measure does have an impact on persons eligible for treatment under the Ausrralian Participants in 
British Nuclear Tests (Treatrnent) Act 2006, albeit by vi11ue of the Australian Participants in British 
Nuclear Tests (Treatment) Act 2006 applying the VEA Treatment Principles ro the people. rather than 
the instrument under discussion, it was decided it was appropriate for lhe Stalement of Compatibility 
with Human Rights for the instrument under discussion to acknowledge the measure. 
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The Statement of Compatibility with Human Rights for the instrument under discussion states that there 
was on ly one change to '"existing arrangements" (community nursing measure) but then refers to the 
·'double dipping measure" and is confusing in this regard. 

Under the existing VEA Treatment Principles, the Repatriation Commission has a discretion to approve 
a rehabifaation appliance for a DV A client. It would be a relevant for the exercise or that discretion to 
consider whether the client had already obtained a rehabi litation appliance under other DV A
admioistered legislation, or if it was more appropriate for the client to obtai n the rehabilitation appliance 
under that other DVA legislation. 

All that has occurred is that the Repatriation Commission's implied power to refuse to approve a 
rehabilitation appliance in double-dipping circumstances has been made express. Clearly stating the 
Commission's power in this situation benefits administrators and beneficiaries alike. 

Conclusion 

1 can assure the Committee that the "public revenue protection refinements., to the ··veterans' 
Pharmaceutical Reimbur. ement Scheme" are not mere cost-saving measures but initiatives neces ary to 
preserve the integrity and fairness of the scheme. Also, I can assure the Committee that the "double
dipping measure,. in relation to the approval of rehabilitation appliances is to ensure that publ:ic monies 
arc not wasted by providing a OVA client with unnecessary rehabilit on appliances. Neither of Lhese 
sets of measures unreasonably curtail a person's right to health in the ontext in question. They prevent 
the waste and abuse of the financial resources available fo r the better enl of the health of all members 
of the Veteran and Defence Community. 

I hope my comments have clarified the matters in questi 

Yours sincerely, 

SENATOR THE 



SENATOR THE HON MITCH FIFIELD 

BR14-000228 

Senator Dean Smith 
Chair 

ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR SOCIAL SERVICES 

Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights 
Sl.111 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

Dear fa1or' (X, I\ 

Thank you for your letters of 4 March 2014 in which you seek clarification on behalf of the 
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights on aspects of: 

• the National Disability Insurance Scheme Rules; 

• the National Disability Insurance Scheme Legislation Amendment Bill 2013; and 

• the DisabilityCare Australia Fund Bill 2013 and eleven related Bills. 

I am pleased to provide the attached responses to the issues the Committee has raised. Please 
note that on the matter relating to the exclusion of non-protected Special Category Visa 
holders, I am not able to provide the requested inf01mation. Although the Depaitment of 
Social Services has access to data on the numbers of people who are on a Special Category 
Visa, it is not readily available without a customised query programme written to extract this 
data from the Depaitment of Human Services data holdings. In addition, the Department does 
not hold data on Australian citizens receiving welfare and benefits administered by the New 
Zealand Government. 

I trust that the inf01mation I have provided is helpful addressing the Committee's concerns. 

PARLIAMENT HOUSE, CANBERRA ACT 2600 TELEPHONE: 02 6277 7280 EMAIL: MINISTER.FIFIELD@DSS.GOV.AU 
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ATTACHMENT 

RESPONSES TO THE SPECIFIC ISSUES RAISED BY THE COMMITTEE 

National Disability Insurance Scheme {Nominees) Rules 2013 

3.71 The committee intends to write to the Assistant Minister to seek clarification as to: 
• the legal status of the Operational Guidelines and the details of the power under which 

they have been made; 
• whether the Operational Guidelines may be amended without parliamentary scrutiny; 

and 
• whether any restrictions on rights carried out pursuant to the operational guidelines 

would be considered to be authorised by 'law'. 

The operational guidelines are not legislative instruments; they are policy documents and, as such, 
have only the relevance and force in exercising discretion in decision-making as described by 
Brennan J in the Administrative Appeals Tribunal in Drake v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic 
Affairs {1979} 46 FLR 409. In that case, his Honour clarified that a decision maker is free to exercise 
their power without adopting a policy as to the standards and values to which they will have regard 
in deciding particular cases. His Honour went on to say that, decision makers are equally free, 
in point of law, to adopt a policy in order to guide them in the exercise of the statutory discretion, 
provided the policy is consistent with the statute. 

The operational guidelines are made pursuant to section 202{3} of the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme Act 2013 {the Act). As was said in the above cited case, it is good practice to have guidelines 
that encourage consistency in decision-making even though operational guidelines are often 
published by government agencies without any specific legislative basis. 

Restrictions on rights carried out pursuant to the operational guidelines are not considered to be 
authorised by 'law'. However, many operational guidelines reflect legal provisions in the Act and 
acts done pursuant to the guidelines would be authorised by the laws being described in the 
guidelines. 

As they are not legislative instruments the operational guidelines may be amended without 
Parliamentary scrutiny. They are publicly available on the National Disability Insurance Agency 
website: www.ndis.gov.au/about-us-1. These operational guidelines have been updated since 
launch and will continue to be updated for full scheme in line with lessons learned from the 
experience in trial sites. 



National Disability Insurance Scheme {Supports for Participants - Accounting for Compensation) 
Rules 2013 

3.78 The committee will write to the Assistant Minister to seek clarification on: 
• why it is not appropriate to impose a duty on the CEO under rule 3.10 to take into 

account financial hardship to ensure that supports are not reduced or withdrawn if 
that may lead to a participant falling below the minimum level of enjoyment of the 
right to an adequate standard of living; and 

• why it is necessary to suspend the provision of supports to a participant pending the 
resolution of a dispute over whether it is reasonable for the participant not to seek 
compensation under another law or scheme and how this is compatible with the 
obligation to ensure the right to an adequate standard of living. 

Under Rule 3.10 the CEO is provided with the discretion to ignore the whole or part of a compensation 
reduction amount if it is appropriate in the special circumstances of the case. The committee is correct 
to point out that this does not impose a duty upon the CEO . A duty is imposed on the CEO under section 
104(3} of the National Disability Insurance Scheme Act (the NDIS Act) . Under this subsection the CEO 
must, when considering whether a person should be required to take action to obtain compensation 
under section 104, consider the impact (including any financial impact) on the participant or prospective 
participant and his or her family that would have occurred if the claim for compensation had been 
pursued or continued. The factors to be taken into account are listed below where an extract from 
section 104(3} appears. 

There was concern at the time of drafting the Bill that, without suspension provisions in relation 
to compensation, a participant with a good claim for compensation would be free to decide not 
to take action for compensation, instead relying on the NDIS for all of his or her supports. Given the 
importance of establishing a financially sustainable scheme, the drafters sought to introduce 
a sanction to ensure that people who could pursue compensation would pursue compensation. 

The only sanctions available in such a case were seen to be suspension or cancellation of the 
participant's plan, or revocation of access to the scheme. Of these, suspension was regarded as the 
least punitive. Once a suspension ceases the participant is paid all NDIS amounts that were withheld 
during the suspension. Suspension applies only where the compensation scheme is an 
administrative scheme run by a Commonwealth, state or territory government. Applications to 
these schemes are purely administrative actions requiring the completion of forms and going 
through relevant medical examinations. It requires no personal expenditure and only a minor 
inconvenience on the part of the participant. 

If the participant has a reason recognised in the Act for not taking action then there is no 
suspension. In considering whether to require a participant to take action for compensation 
a decision-maker must have regard, under section 104(3} to: 

a) the disability of the participant or prospective participant; 

b} the circumstances which give rise to the entitlement or possible entitlement to 
compensation; 

c) any impediments the participant or prospective participant may face in recovering 
compensation; 

d) any reasons given by the participant or prospective participant as to why he or she has not 
claimed or obtained compensation; 

e) the financial circumstances of the participant or prospective participant; 

f) the impact of the requirement to take the action on the participant or prospective 
participant and his or her family . 
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It is only if none of these considerations suggest that it is reasonable for the participant not to seek 
compensation that the obligation to take action will be activated. The decision to require someone 
to seek compensation is reviewable by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. 

To the extent a participant may need assistance in approaching or dealing with the compensation 
administrator the National Disability Insurance Agency funds local area coordinators that can assist 
the participant in contacting the relevant department and filling out the required forms. 

This is not incompatible with the obligation to ensure the right to an adequate standard of living 
because the participant has access to supports if he or she takes simple steps to seek compensation. 

3 



National Disability Insurance Scheme {Supports for Participants) Rules 2013 
3.83 The committee recommends that the Department closely monitor the issues with a view 

to assessing whether the restrictive test for the provision of legal services is appropriate 
to ensure the exercise by persons with disability of their right to effective independent 
review of decisions that adversely affect them. 

The Australian Government welcomes this recommendation and will monitor these issues with 
a view to assessing whether the provision of legal services is appropriate to ensure the exercise 
by persons with disability of their right to effective independent review of decisions that adversely 
affect them . 
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